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In 1862, Richard Cobden argued in a speech in Rochdale that ‘it would be cheaper to keep the whole population of the cotton districts [...] on turtle, champagne and venison than to send to America to obtain cotton by force of arms’. As he knew well, consuming such luxury foods would have been unthinkable to the great majority of his election audience. Turtle, champagne and venison were three of the five consumables that dominate discourses of luxury in the mass media of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The other two, as this cartoon from *Punch* (Figure 1) indicates, were cigars and pineapples.

This paper focuses on luxury consumables and their functional and symbolic power in the discourse of British food in the long nineteenth century, from around 1820 to 1914. I look first at the representation of this set of products in the Victorian mass media before showing how these products were used and abused in the municipal politics of the period. As the volume and vehemence of the periodical and daily press coverage of municipal politics of the period shows, this was a topic of great importance to much of the Victorian populace. It has been argued that the Municipal Corporations Act of 1835 was a far more significant move in the democratisation of England than the Great Reform Bill of 1832. Local government and local politics mattered.

As you see from the cartoon, there is a clear contrast between the luxury of the moneymen and the frugal care with which the depositor is dressed. The clear inference is that the moneymen are abusing the trust of the honest working man by using his hard-earned deposits to satisfy their personal appetites. This is a point to which I will return in order to show how the symbolic power of such consumables was created and perpetuated by the mass media but first I will justify my contention that these five consumables are key symbols of nineteenth-century luxury.

This group shared a number of attributes. First, they were all highly-priced. Champagne from the 1820s...
onwards was the most expensive wine in the market, and unlike all other wines and most spirits in the British market, was able consistently to raise rather than drop prices throughout the period. Venison was a long-established luxury food. Champagne was most often paired with turtle as the delicacy of corporations such as the City of London. The habit of pairing champagne and turtle at city feasts was well established early in the century and was still an effective trope in the 1890s when the Pall Mall Gazette said of the ‘city fathers’ that, unlike members of the London School Boards, they represented nothing but turtle and champagne. Though the price of venison was seasonal it was usually represented, like champagne, as ‘unattainable to the working man’. So too cigars, described in 1860 as ‘an expensive luxury which few can indulge in’, given that six cigars a day, apparently a normal consumption, cost as much as the average wage of a day labourer. Lastly, pineapples. In 1880, an article in Punch claimed they were ‘half a guinea each’, so expensive, went their squib, that only well-paid colliers could afford them, even though they didn’t know how to ‘cook ‘un’ (Figure 2). Pineapples, like turtle, needed knowledge to prepare and eat. In this at least, champagne, cigars and venison posed few challenges.

All these products were advertised in the British press but at very different levels of exposure (Figure 5). The British Newspaper Archive records over 300,000 adverts for cigars between 1850 and 1900; and over 200,000 for champagne. By contrast turtle, venison and pineapples together totalled only 50,000.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Number of Advertisements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cigars</td>
<td>320,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Champagne</td>
<td>230,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turtle</td>
<td>36,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venison</td>
<td>12,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pineapple</td>
<td>6000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

But there was a further factor that gave champagne and pineapples the advantage as a symbol in the mass media. Both were highly visible on the table. Of the two, pineapples occur rarely in the pages of Punch but always associated with figures of wealth and power. Champagne, on the other hand, dominates the pages of Punch in the second half of the nineteenth and early twentieth century. Over 150 images between 1875 and 1913 include champagne bottles or glasses; nearly 50% of all the images of alcoholic drinks in total. As the images below demonstrate, the shape of bottle, the angle of the neck foil and the shape of the glass were utterly distinctive. (Figures 3, 5, 6)

More than that, champagne was consistently portrayed in Punch and other periodicals as the wine of the powerful, as these images of Disraeli, (Figure 7) Gladstone (Figure 8)
highly successful brand of Pommery and Greno, Adolphe Hubinet, worked hard behind the scenes to get his wine on the tables of such men as the Duke of Wellington and the Prince of Wales and made sure that these successes were publicised in the press. In May 1867, he wrote to his principals of his plan to get a ‘petit entrefilet’ noting the Prince of Wales’ patronage published in the provincial press.15 Lesser brands did the same, boasting, however tenuously, of their link to royalty, as this puff for the Goldlack brand demonstrates.

There is a fashion in champagne as there is in coats and hats, and just now the fashion seems to be Deutz and Geldermann’s ‘Goldlack’. They swear by it at the St. Stephen’s, among other clubs, and I am afraid to say how much of the capital tipple is got through in the year by the million patrons of the cosmopolitan Spiers and Pond. ‘Goldlack’ is by no means cheap ‘fizz’, but it is a brand which you can safely offer to a Royalty whenever he or she accords you the honour of a visit. —Whitehall Review.16

This aristocratic image was boosted not just by association with the elite but by the personification of champagne in the media.17 In these images, one from 1885,
in 1890, champagne was a ‘wonderful solvent of the starch and buckram that superabound in all the professions’.18

Henry Vizetelly, who established a profitable niche in books about champagne in the 1880s, called it ‘that great unloosener not merely of tongues but of purse-strings’, adding that this was ‘well-known to those secretaries of charitable institutions which set the wine flowing earliest’.19

That ability to loosen both purse strings and tongues made champagne a fixture at the civic and associational dinners that held a central place in British society in the second half of the century. As the London Standard declared in 1880, ‘everything, indeed, is an excuse for a dinner. […] A dinner celebrates the downfall of a Ministry, the discovery of a new planet, or a previously unknown sea; it welcomes a Monarch and does honour to the election of a parish beadle’.20 At such dinners, if one is to believe press reports, the champagne flowed ‘ad libitum’ or ‘like spring water’.21

Though brand names were mentioned in connection with dinners from early on in the century, the right to supply such events became increasingly sought after and brands used them to raise their own profile. For example, in the mid-1880s, Moët & Chandon donated magnums of their newly launched ‘Dry Imperial’ to a dinner commemorating the return of the Guards from Egypt and this gesture was reported in identical terms by dozens of newspapers.22

Although cigars were doubtless part of the evening these do not appear to have been supplied by the hosts, and there are no equivalent puff pieces of advertisements for powerful brands. The cigar market was also much more fragmented and much less strongly branded.23

From the 1840s onwards, such civic dinners were extensively reported in the local and national press, none more so than the Guildhall dinner given annually by the incoming Lord Mayor of London. The 1826 dinner was slated in the press as ‘anything but worthy of civic hospitality’ and it was claimed that ‘many of the guests were sick from drinking the home-made champagne’.24 It is perhaps not fanciful to imagine that after that particular debacle (which left honoured guests ‘disgusted’) the mayors did their best to pull out all the stops. The ‘bill of fare’ in 1828 included among much else ‘200 tureens of turtle’ and ‘200 pounds of Pine Apples’, all washed down with a range of wines including champagne.25 Turtle was a constant at such dinners. In 1860, the incoming mayor, Mr Cubitt (of the building firm) ‘let it be known that his reign will be celebrated in the annals of citydom for the slaughter of turtle and the popping of champagne’.26 At another feast in 1877, the ‘popping of [champagne] corks reminded one of […] our Rifle Volunteers on a field day’.27

Dinners and celebrations of this sort played an important role in civic society. They were rituals shared by men with a stake in society. The meets and dinners of the volunteer forces first raised in the 1850s far outlived the perceived threat to England from the French.28 Like the Territorial forces that succeeded them in the twentieth century they were events for forming useful ‘connections’ with local power-brokers. Champagne fuelled such events.
Champagne opened purses, lubricated the loyal toasts to the Queen and the Prince of Wales which demonstrated loyalty and support to the institutions of the nation. So far so fine.

But champagne was also an instrument of power in the hands of those who provided it or paid for it. As the rest of this paper will show it was used as a tool of patronage, an inducement to electoral malfaisance and an instrument of corruption.

Champagne was a means for men of wealth to demonstrate their power and for politicians to boost their support and bolster their reputation. At its most benign this manifested itself in the supply of champagne for sports club celebrations. Sports club celebrations were Britain’s apparently distinctive contribution to the rituals of champagne.29 After the mid-1880s, the ritual of drinking champagne from the winner’s cup as it went around the room became a common trope with newspaper reports of the period linking champagne with football, cricketer, rifle shooting, cycling, athletics and baseball.30 This practice, which presumably borrowed from the well-established loving cup tradition, was often linked to the exercise of local power. Thus, when a Chelmsford football team won the ‘Charity Cup’ in 1910 it was the Mayor who paid for it to be filled with champagne.31 Suggestions that the champagne was paid for by a local businessman or politician reinforce the argument that such celebrations reflected not just a sense of belonging but also the middle-class desire to impose a level of social control through patronage and sporting discipline (which Simon Gunn has noted in his work on Victorian public culture).32

Incoming Mayors routinely hosted champagne receptions or dinners for supporters. The issue here was who paid for the champagne? When the controversial, and possibly corrupt, Samuel Elliott, mayor of Islington, was campaigning for a seat on the London County Council, he was challenged at an election meeting over the provision of ‘champagne and smokes’ to the aldermen and townspeople after his election. ‘I can answer that’, he insisted. He had paid for ‘everything [because] he did not wish to play second fiddle to my predecessor’.33 His opponent was unconvinced, suggesting that he was not ‘the proper man’ for the role. In the mid-1880s, Elliott had made similar allegations about his own opponents on the council, claiming that the Board of Asylum had dispensed over 7000 pints of champagne to those in its care in just one month and that over 200 of these had gone to officers of the council.34

The use and abuse of champagne in local government was a proverbial source of controversy and scandal. In 1870, the Poplar Board of Guardians who were responsible for care of the poor in their London district were accused by the local paper of spending £5 15s on lobsters and champagne, reputedly their ‘favourite delicacy’.35 At the wonderfully named Upton Snodsbury’s Highway Board in the same year, the ‘popping of champagne corks [was] like the quick fire of small arms’.36 And, again in 1870, the Islington Guardians were accused of ‘gorging weekly at the expense of the poor rate’. ‘Soaking their respectability in champagne’, said the Islington Gazette.37 Similar allegations can be found for every decade in every area of the country, though boroughs under long-term one-party control were the most vulnerable to corrupt practices.38 A Punch cartoon of 1906 summed up their view.39 (Figure 13)

There has been little scholarly attention to corruption in local, as distinct from national government, but as the one book on the subject makes clear, there is no single and unambiguous definition of corruption. At the heart of all the proposed definitions, though, lies the issue of abuse of trust. A low-paid clerk embezzling council funds is a criminal action; a senior official or council member putting business in the way of a relative or friend is corruption, though it may, of course, also be criminal. In parliamentary elections such behaviour would almost certainly have led to a judicial hearing, as at Berwick in the 1860s when there were alleged to be three classes of bribed voters: the first class who received ‘champagne without stint’, the second class who got sherry and the third class who had to make do on beer and spirits.40 Standards of conduct changed during the nineteenth century but by the turn of the century, following various acts dealing with the governance of municipalities, such behaviour could be addressed in the criminal courts as the Mile End Guardians found to their cost when they went on trial in 1908.41 (Figure 14)

Influence and patronage could, and often did, slide into outright criminality. For example, between 1899 and 1907, James Calcutt, a builder and plumber in the Mile End area of London carried out nearly £25,000 worth of work for the local Board of Guardians. The so-called ‘Calcutt Ring’ on the Board ensured not only that Calcutt got the work
but that ‘his accounts should pass with as little deductions as possible’. In return, as the accounts in numerous newspapers testified, champagne, cigars, diamond tiepins and gold cigarette cases were provided by Calcutt. ‘Champagne and smokes’, Samuel Elliott’s preferred form of generosity to his constituents, were never, in and of themselves, indubitably corrupt but they underline the link between food and power and, as this nineteenth-century and early twentieth-century mass media coverage shows, they served as powerful symbols in the long march towards higher public standards and the cause of trust in public life.
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